


cooking with sts

Prepared by Matthew Harsh, Nicole Mogul, David Tomblin, 
Andrew Webb, Damien Williams, and Hong-An Wu for STS as a 
Critical Pedagogy Workshop on Wednesday, July 14, 2021. 

lived experiences as ingredients 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Ann]Thank you for coming to our session today, Cooking with STS! Our session is prepared by Matthew Harsh, Nicole Mogul, David Tomblin, Andrew Webb, Damien Williams, and myself, Hong-An Wu. We all use and engage critically with ‘Play’ in our STS pedagogies.  So in preparing our session, we met multiple times to figure out how to playfully approach this question of what STS as a critical pedagogy could mean and look like. As one possible way to address this question, we present the following provocations: 



Are you tired of giving out grades 
like hot cakes that does nothing 
beyond fastening the commodification 
of education?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Ann]



Are you tired of the 
power relations and 
hierarchies reproduced 
in the name of 
“students” and 
“teachers”? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Ann]



Are you tired of 
designing courses and 
lessons to fulfill 
some abstract 
institutional 
standard while 
alienating everyone 
involved?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Ann]



try 
cooking sts*!

*instead of TEACHING it!

Nicole 
Mogul
(she/her)

David Tomblin 
(he/him)

Hong-An Wu 
(“Ann”)(she/her)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Ann]Look no further! Why not try cooking STS, instead of teaching it! But, you might ask, why cook it? And how to cook it? 



“We have to challenge 
and change the way 
everyone thinks about 
pedagogical process.”

- bell hooks, 1994, p. 144

why cook sts ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Ann]As Black feminist extraordinaire bell hooks discussed in the book Teaching to Transgress, critical pedagogy is concerned with holding space for people to question and transgress against racial, sexual, class, normative and able-bodied boundaries in order to inhabit a world with more just relations. To hold an elastic space stretchy enough for this exploration, bell books reminded us that “we have to challenge and change the way everyone thinks about pedagogical process.” Because no matter how radical or transformative XYZ theory is, if it is introduced and engaged with through a pedagogical process that reproduces these normative boundaries, then these theories simply becomes another master’s tool to keep people in check and in place. Thus, in this session, we take up hooks’ call by turning our critical attention towards the languages that frame the very process by which pedagogy unfolds. Pedagogy, when trafficked and hyperlinked through the dominant language of schooling, lesson objectives and plans, degree and curriculum requirements, assessment and evaluation rubrics etc., act as a gamic technology governed by rules and played out in predictable patterns to produce order, cultural conventions, and specific kinds of relationships. 



When We talk about PLay
PLAY

Agon: competition 

Alea: no control over outcome 

Mimicry: role playing or make 
pretend

Illinx: disorientation, risk-taking, thrill 
seeking

(Caillois 1961)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Matt]In order to render, complicate, and loosen these naturalized conventions ingrained into pedagogical lingo as the rule of the game, our panel invites you to critically play with the language of pedagogy that you’re used to working and thinking with. Drawing from Mary Flanagan, critical play is when players and game makers play against or alter the rules of a game, through acts of subversion that question the invisible assumptions of a game. One such act of subversion, which we want to try today, is reskinning and changing the appearance of the objects for play, which draws attention to the original boundaries in place and allows for different kinds of connections to be made. 



Teaching & learning
Lesson plans 

Content & experiences
Curriculum

Labs, studios, & classrooms
Library

Scholarship
...

What are we Cooking?

Cooking 
Recipes 
Ingredients
Menu
Kitchen table
Fridge/pantry 
Cookbooks
?!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Damien] Here, we'll be giving you examples of our own recipes and talking about what it is that these formats can accomplish— what is done by, say, in my instance, framing STS concepts and classes in the context of science fiction and fantasy. What is gained by that, and what is new, what is playful about that in a way that is generative for students, allowing them to think differently and think ***together*** in different ways.Each of our recipes will show the different ways that we are thinking about and recombining these ideas to in our individual contexts. We all do something different, but we are all doing it within these same kinds of ideas around how play and playfulness brings something to the pedagogy of STS— and how the pedagogy of STS in particular lends itself to these frames of play.----OLD: In a similar vein, our panel is reskinning the languages of pedagogy with the languages of cooking. What happens when we approach teaching and learning like cooking a dish together with only the ingredients at hand? What happens when we design lesson plans like experimenting with recipes? What happens when we treat our classrooms like kitchen table where labor is poured and knowledge is made to feed and care for others?  We chose cooking as our metaphor to reference the scholarly significance of cooking in Ruth Cowan's More Work for Mother and the Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press, the situated practices of cooking as gendered, classed, and racialized reproductive labor, and the elastic intertextuality of cooking with menu to imply temporality, sequence, and portion, ingredients as per the season and regional availability, and recipe as tried experimentations. Hopefully, this reskinning will subvert some invisible assumptions ingrained in our pedagogical processes and open up a space for us to imagine other ways of relating and being by centering the knowledge produced via cooking practices in our pedagogical practices. 



The Menu
10:00 - 10:20 AM | Appetizer // Introductions

10:20 - 10:45 AM | A la carte: Cookout Demos (Concurrent)
Matthew Harsh
Nicole Mogul & Dav  

Tomblin
Damien Williams
Hong-An Wu

10:45 - 11:00 AM | Regroup & Break

11:00 - 11:35 AM | STS Iron Chefs: Your demo
Solo Cooking
Paired Recipe Shar
Whole Group Cookboo

11:35 - 11:45 AM | Dessert // Conclusions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Ann]Today we have two structured activities:  a demo of some cooking techniques and then your chance to contribute, in STS Iron Chef. There will be an Intro, then some demos, a break, then some group work (that you’ll share with in pairs) and then we’ll get back together to conclude. 



CONCURRENT
COOKING DEMOS 10:00 - 10:20 AM | Appetizer // Introductions

10:20 - 10:45 AM | A la carte: Cookout Demos (Concurrent)
Matthew Harsh
Nicole Mogul & 

David Tomblin
Damien Williams
Hong-An Wu

10:45 - 11:00 AM | Regroup & Break

11:00 - 11:35 AM | STS Iron Chefs: Your demo
Solo Cooking
Paired Recipe 

Sharing
Whole Group 

Cookbook!

      

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Ann]For the first activity of Simultaneous Cookout Demos, we’ll be going into breakout rooms that runs in parallel, where each panelist will share some tried and true pedagogical recipes. select a breakout rooms depending on your mood! To help you make your selection, now each of our experienced cooks will provide a brief overview of what recipe they’re showcasing today!



Matthew Harsh .
Demo 1:
Cookout with

Cooking the (Grade) Books: 
Contract grading and 

critically playful approaches 
to evaluation Making and doing as 

alternative forms of labor, 
learning, and production

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That part of pedagogy that many of us hate the most - gradingDive into labour-based contract grading - experimentation in cookingHow this is an STS approachHow I used it in my STS classesMaking and Doing - alternative forms of labor, learning and production Prototype artefact from first time I used contract grading - COVIDFirst ingrediuent is 50% co-production



Nicole Mogul &
David Tomblin  .

Demo 2:
Cookout with

What is your STS 
Super Power?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our context is a 2 year living learning program mostly populated by STEM majors (primarily engineering and compsci). Our program is also sponsored by UMD’s engineering school, which creates an interesting dynamic among us as instructors, students, and the engineering school. Come see how STS at UMD plays and uses this to not only interrogate S&T, but also critically engage with STS as a subject and our teaching methods. We sometimes see STS concepts as superpowers. And we ask students what is your STS super power? On the right we have what we call an STS thinker checklist, which coordinates with a variety of STS concepts. We want students to embody these thinking skills. For instance, in the photo on the right we have a student expressing his super power of hosting an STS party. He is also introducing critical play by using artifacts such as a globe beach ball and legos to illustrate the issue of space debris in the form of a deliberation with other STS students. 



Damien Williams .
Demo 3:
Cookout with



hong-An Wu .
Demo 4:
Cookout with

Playing with 
games as technologies 

and 
technologies as games



WHAT TO WATCH FOR IN YOUR 
BREAKOUT SESSION:

In Each Breakout 
room you’ll get a 

“Special INgredient”
To be used Later

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Nicole]



AFTER BREAK, YOU’ll BE 
MESSING WITH A RECIPE.

BEFORE WE GO, LET’s TAKE A 
MINDFUL MOMENT.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Nicole]



BREAK
[10 min]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Nicole]



WELCOME BACK, FLOCK .

Cascada

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: Nicole]



10:00 - 10:20 AM | Appetizer // Introductions

10:20 - 10:45 AM | A la carte: Cookout demos (concurrent sessions
Matthew Harsh
Nicole Mogul & Dav  

Tomblin
Damien Williams
Hong-An Wu

10:45 - 11:00 AM | Regroup & Break

11:00 - 11:35 AM | STS Iron Chefs: Your demo
Solo Cooking [10 m
Paired Recipe Shar  

[10 mins]
Whole Group Cookboo  

[15 mins]

      

You’ve Watched a Demo. 
Now, YOU’re THE...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: David]For the second activity of STS Iron Chefs Cooking, we’ll engage collectively in a recipe making session for you to play with places and concepts as ingredients that you have laying around in your institutions and fields as kitchens to make a pedagogically nutritious dish! As opposed to starting rationally and logically with the big picture/language of degree requirements, curriculum sequencing, course objective, and then finally the micro unit of a lesson plan, the focus is start small and work with your personal experiences as ingredients. First, each of you can source your fresh ingredients and cook by yourself for a bit. Then you’ll be paired with a fellow cooker and share your recipes you’ve came up with. Last, we’ll come back together to compose a whole group cookbook if we have time!



[Give your recipe a name]
[insert #] minutes • Serves [insert #]
Recipe created by [insert your name]

Ingredients
To source ingredients for your recipe, 
please include at least…

● [Insert a place]
● [Insert an artifact]
● [Insert an STS concept/theory]
● [Insert a way of flocking]
● [Insert a script rewritten]
● [Insert any additional ingredients 

you need]

Cooking Directions
1. [Insert a direction]

2. [Insert a direction]

3. [Insert a direction]

4. [Insert a direction]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: David]



REMEMBER YOUR SPECIAL 
INGREDIENT?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Speaker: David]



SOLO COOKING
[10 MINS]



PAIRED RECIPE 
SHARING

[10 MINS]



Dessert
What’s something you didn’t consider before? 
What is something that now feels playful but didn’t before? 
How does this help us think about critical pedagogy?



[Give your recipe a name here]
Ingredients
To source ingredients for 
your recipe, please 
include at least...
● [Insert a place]
● [Insert an artifact]
● [Insert an STS 

concept/theory]
● [Insert a way of 

flocking] 
● [Insert a script 

rewritten]
● [Insert any 

additional 
ingredients you 
need]

Direction
1. [Insert a direction]
2. [Insert a direction]
3. [Insert a direction]
4. [Insert a direction]
5. [Insert a direction]
6. [Insert a direction]

[insert #] minutes • Serves [insert #]
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